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1.0 Terminology
Terminologies used in this game are indicated in all-capital. To search for a specific term, 
please refer to the glossory on P.2

MATERIAL:
5 types, 6 each
30 cards in total.
(2 Cozy MATERIALs 
for each type, P.19)

DEPLETION:
1 in total.

COIN: Marked as
30 in total.

Happiness Marker:
4 in total.

EVENT:
16 types, 1 each,
16 cards in total.
(20 more in Expansion)

ACTIVITY:
5 types, 6 each
30 cards in total.
(15 pairs)

FAVOUR:
5 types, 6 each,
30 cards in total.

FAVOURITE Token:
4 in total.

CAREER:
9 types, 1 each,
8 cards in total.
(12 more in Expansion)

GOAL: 
16 types, 1 - 2 each, 
20 cards in total.
Hard GOAL (left): 8
Easy GOAL (right): 12

Only 1 card in 20 
Only 2 cards in 20

1.1 Game Components
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Player’s SPACE

SOCIETY

1.2 Layout
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BROKEN

A MATERIAL is considered BROKEN if its QUALITY reduces to 0. BROKEN MATERIAL has to be 

moved to the LANDFILL (P.7) immediately.

HAND

The GOAL and FAVOUR cards you hold privately in your hand are called HAND. Player can 

hold unlimited FAVOURs in HAND.

HAPPINESS (Marked as         )

These icons        on the CAREER are called HAPPINESS, from the lowest 0 to maximum 11. 

Place your Marker on HAPPINESS “2”           to begin with. In game, move it up and down to 

indicate your current HAPPINESS. Marker cannot go beyond Max. HAPPINESS.

Max HAPPINESS (11)
Start and End your turn 
here to win (P.14)! You
can still gain more          
here, but your marker 
will stay at Max.

EVENT Trigger
When your marker lands
on here, activate EVENT. 
(Reality Mode)

Initial HAPPINESS (2)
Place your marker here
to start game.

        ABILITY
Each CAREER has its own 
unique ABILITY.
Make good use of it!

         Salary
When WORK, gain          and 
lose            according to 
these numbers.

        Starting Asset
Each CAREER starts game 
with different No. of        & 
MATERIAL(s).

QUALITY & Cozy MATERIAL

A MATERIAL’s QUALITY is indicated by the dots on top from its owner’s view. Cozy MATERIALs 

are also marked with 2 extra dots next to its name to distinguish from the general ones.

Square & Rectangle Cards

Square cards (MATERIAL & ACTIVITY) are public information always shown to everyone. 

Rectangle cards (FAVOUR & GOAL) are private and can be played anytime during your turn.

Completing ACTIVITY

To complete an ACTIVITY, player deduces 1 QUALITY from each of the 2 required MATERIALs 

indicated by the 2 colours at the top. Note that, 2 bars with the same colour mean it 

requires 2 seperate MATERIALs of the same type, not 2 QUALITIES from a single MATERIAL.

e.g. To complete Beach Clean, deduce 1 

QUALITY from each PLASTIC and UTILITY. 

Before

This is a Cozy 
Glass with a
QUALITY of 2

This is a non-Cozy 
Metal with a
QUALITY of 2

ACTIVITY

Type

Name

2 Required MATERIALs

After

1.3 Core Mechanics

: No MATERIAL

: 1 random MATERIAL  
  with QUALITY 2

: 3 random MATERIALs 
  each with QUALITY 1
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2.0 Game Objective

3.0 Modes

4.0 Flow
Sustain at maximum HAPPINESS         for 1 complete round (from the end of your turn to the 

end of your next turn) without causing DEPLETION. (If         drops during this period or you 

are forced to skip due to an EVENT, you must start over and sustain for another round.) 

Remove these components before setting up the game for different numbers of players:

There are 2 game modes to choose from:

Remove all EVENT cards. All players use the INTERN side of the 

CAREER card. We recommend Academy Mode for educational 

gaming workshop and strategic gamers. It is a more symmetric 

game mode with less randomness involved. Incorporate Credit 

Cards (with Expansion only) to further reduce luck.

Use all red EVENT cards. Players can pick or randomly draw their 

own CAREERs. Reality Mode is our recommended mode to play in. 

It is more fun with both “good“ and “bad“ surprises from time to 

time and also more closely ressembles our real-world situation. 

We recommend beginners to go through both sides of the Quickstart Guide first before 

starting the game. Experienced players can incorporate Credit Card Expansion upon 

Academy Mode and Reality Mode. Go to P.32 for more details.

i. Remove extra components from game according to 3.0 Modes.

ii. Shuffle and flip-over 5 MATERIALs surrounding rest of the face-down ones, as 

shown in 1.2 Layout (P.7). Repeat the same for ACTIVITY (P.6).

iii. Place DEPLETION at the bottom of the MATERIAL Pile.

iv.  (Academy Mode) Place COINs        and Credit Cards (Expansion) in the centre.

 (Reality Mode) Place COINs       , EVENTs, and Credit Cards (Expansion) in the centre.

v. Each player picks or randomly draws 1 CAREER, then set up their own SPACE with 

MATERIAL(s) and        according to        on the CAREER card.

vi.  (Academy Mode) All players’ CAREER are INTERN.

 (Reality Mode) Introduce your CAREER’s ABILITY to others.

vii. Place Marker on HAPPINESS 2              to start (yellow outlined).

viii. Deal 2 Hard GOALs            and 3 Easy GOALs             to each player. 

ix. Deal FAVOURs according to player’s position. Place the rest face-down in SOCIETY.

           e.g. Player 3 always start with 2 FAVOURs in both 3-player and 4-player game.

x. The player with the overall least expensive outfit starts first. Turn goes in clockwise.

4.1 Set-Up

Academy Mode

Reality Mode

symmetric game

asymmetric game

2 3 4Player No.

Remove 10 MATERIALs
           (2 of each type)

& 10 5 MATERIALs
        (1 of each type)

& 5 None
(Use all MATERIALs & COINs)

Player Position

No. of FAVOURs

P1

0

P2

1
(2 in a 2-player game)

P3

2

P4

3
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4.2 Turn Rundown

Stage 1: Select an Option

You must choose to do 1 & only 1 of these 3 Options, but may play unlimited FAVOURs and 

GOALs any time, before, during, and/or after choosing an Option.

a. WORK Get      from SOCIETY as stated on your CAREER       . UNEMPLOYMENT (P.14) 

 occurs if there is not enough        left in the SOCIETY to WORK.

b. BUY Pay 1 - 4       to get 1 face-up MATERIAL from SOCIETY to your SPACE. Its 

 QUALITY equals to the        you paid. You may BUY up to 3 MATERIALs in 1 turn.

c. CONSUME Complete up to 3 ACTIVITIES (P.8) per turn. Stack completed ACTIVITIES to

 the left of your SPACE so others can see easily. 

Stage 2: Update HAPPINESS

Move Marker based on your Option in Stage 1. If you chose:

a. WORK Reduce        as stated on your CAREER. If there isn’t enough        to deduce,

 you should choose BUY or CONSUME instead, or DEPRESSION occurs (P.14).

b. BUY Gain 1          only regardless of number of MATERIALs bought.

c. CONSUME Gain 1          per ACTIVITY completed in this turn.

Reveal a GOAL next to your CAREER any time within the same turn its requirement is met. 

Calculate the sum of all          gained and lost in this turn, then add to your current         .

Stage 3: Replenish Supply

i. Draw 1 & only 1 FAVOUR if you have less than 3 FAVOURs. No HAND limit.

ii. Flip over new MATERIALs and or ACTIVITIES to replenish empty slots in SOCIETY. You 

cannot replenish during BUY or CONSUME, the initial 5 are all you have for each turn.

iii.  (For Reality Mode only) If your Marker lands on                , trigger an EVENT now.

iv. Your turn ends and it goes to the player on your left.

There are 3 Stages in each turn and you must follow the order. Skipping a stage, going 

back a stage or skipping an entire turn is not allowed.
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4.3 End Game Conditions

4.4 Advanced End Game Strategy

4.5 Turn Time Limit (Optional)

When either situation happens, game ends immediately.

a. Happy End:  Any player sustains maximum         continuously for 1 round. 

  e.g. Win if you start your turn at max        and end at max        too .

b. Tragic End:  When DEPLETION is surfaced (even if there are still MATERIALs left

   in the SOCIETY.) Player(s) who already reached Max.         still win.

Tips: When one reaches max       , other players will have 1 more turn to get to the max 

and win together; or cooperate and try to prevent the winner from sustaining at max by 

forcing him to WORK the next turn or deducing his         by triggering certain EVENTs.

5.0 Special Scenarios

Can only WORK but not enough        in SOCIETY :: UNEMPLOYMENT

If WORK is your only option but there isn’t enough         in SOCIETY. You instead get 1 face-up 

MATERIAL of your choice with QUALITY 1 from SOCIETY for free and lose 1        . Proceed to 

Stage 3 immediately. (You may still play FAVOURs.)

Not enough         to pay SOCIETY :: CONFISCATION

You must instead try to APPLY a Credit Card (for Credit Card Expansion only), otherwise 

you must make up the amount of         owed with QUALITY by shuffling your MATERIALs 

back to the MATERIAL pile. If it is still not enough, deduce 1         on top (DEPRESSION could 

occur in chain, see below).

Not enough           to deduce :: DEPRESSION

DEPRESSION occurs when you have not enough         to deduce. You must then discard the 

same number of GOALs from HAND instead (from the highest to the lowest reward). 

The following last turn strategies are legal:

GOALs Combo: Achieve a GOAL to compensate the          lost from WORK.

  e.g. Achieved GENEROSITY then WORK. (+ 1 - 1 ) + 11 = 11

Credit Card Combo: Gain          to compensate the PAYOFF of Credit Card.

  e.g. Chose BUY then PAYOFF a Credit Card. (+ 1 - 1 ) + 11 = 11

  e.g. CONSUMEd 1 ACTIVITY, achieved LAGOM, then PAYOFF 2 Credit  

  Cards. ( + 1 + 1 - 2 ) + 11 = 11 

The use of sand timer is optional. For a faster pace game, limit each player’s turn to 1 

minute. When time is up, player must proceed to Stage 3 immediately. Pause timer by 

laying it down when you are negociating (FAVOURs &/ special offers) with other players.
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RECYCLE

Take 1 MATERIAL from LANDFILL, except UTILITY. Its QUALITY equals to the         you paid.

RESELL

Give 1 of your MATERIALs to any player and receive        from him equals to its QUALITY. You 

cannot RESELL to whom has insufficient       .

SHARE

Use other’s 1 MATERIAL once to do 1 ACTIVITY (deduce 1 QUALITY if used). You can still play 

SHARE even if you have not use the SHARED MATERIAL at the end, if so the MATERIAL need 

not to be deduced in QUALITY but you cannot take the SHARE back neither. 

e.g. You try to SHARE 2 MATERIALs to complete an ACTIVITY but the 2nd SHARE is REJECTed. 

You can’t take the 1st SHARE back and that MATERIAL need not deduce 1 QUALITY.

6.3 FAVOURITE token

Make 1 of your MATERIALs a FAVOURITE, by placing a FAVOURITE token on it during your turn. 

i. FAVOURITE MATERIAL is not affected by any FAVOURs (not even your own) or CAREER 

ABILITIES that involve playing FAVOURs (i.e OFFICIER and POLITICIAN).

ii. FAVOURITE MATERIAL is still affected by EVENTs and other ABILITIES.

           (i.e CRAFTMAN, ENGINEER, SOLDIER, etc)

iii. Once a FAVOURITE token is placed, it cannot be removed or reallocated until that 

MATERIAL is BROKEN. 

iv. FAVOURITE token returns to its owner immediately once the MATERIAL is BROKEN

6.1 Reading FAVOURs

Left side of the arrows represents your MATERIAL and the right 

means others. e.g. BARTER: exchange your QUALITY ‘x’ MATERIAL 

with another player’s with equal or less QUALITIES than ‘x’.

FAVOURs allow you to trade MATERIALs with others and can be played any time during 

your turn. And when a FAVOUR is played to you (outside of your turn), you may choose to: 

a. ACCEPT.  The effect takes place immediately. The played FAVOUR card   

  becomes yours and is transferred to your HAND.

b. REJECT.  If & only if you also discard a same FAVOUR from your HAND. Send  

  both FAVOURs to the Discard Pile and the effect is cancelled out.

6.0 FAVOURs & FAVOURITE

On the Left:
Your MATERIAL with QUALITY ‘x’

On the Right:
Other’s MATERIAL with QUALITY 
equal or less than ‘x’

? ?

6.2 FAVOUR Effects

ACQUIRE

Take 1 MATERIAL from a player by paying him        equal to its QUALITY.

BARTER

Exchange 1 MATERIAL with another player of the same or less QUALITY.

e.g. Who plays BARTER will have the higher QUALITY MATERIAL.
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GENEROSITY              : 2 per deck
ACCEPT and fulfil a FAVOUR. Then give that FAVOUR back to its owner plus another same 
one from your HAND to gain 1        . You add         immediately but will not trigger EVENT.

HOBBY              : 2 per deck
Complete 2 ACTIVITIES of the same name to gain 1        . (Must claim within the same turn.)

HYGGE              : 1 per deck
Own 3 Cozy MATERIALs (name with 2 dots),
each with QUALITY 2 or above to gain 1        .
SHAREd MATERIAL does not count.

LAGOM              : 2 per deck
Left no MATERIAL in your SPACE after you (not others) completed an ACTIVITY, to gain 1        . 
Play order matters! RESELLing your last MATERIAL will not achieve LAGOM.

OYSTER (Wild Card)              : 1 per deck
Complete 3 ACTIVITIES of any same type to gain 2         . The ACTIVITY type must not overlap 
with your other “3-of-a-kind“ GOALs.

SELFLESSNESS              : 2 per deck
Discard 4 FAVOURs from HAND to the Discard Pile to gain 1        . (Just discard, not use.)

TEST OF TIME              : 1 per deck
Use a MATERIAL 2 times in the same turn without breaking it to gain 1        .

TRIUMPH              : 1 per deck
Complete any 3 ACTIVITIES in a single turn to gain 2        .

Cozy MATERIAL General MATERIAL

To achieve a GOAL, you must first fulfil its condition, then place it to the right of your 

CAREER anytime during your turn (except for GENEROSITY), then add the rewarded       . 

As soon as a GOAL’s condition is met, you must claim it within the same turn or you have 

to fulfil it again. e.g. You must claim ‘GOAL: HOBBY’ the same turn you completed the 2nd 

ACTIVITY, or you need to complete another pair. 

You may claim to have but must never actually reveal a GOAL until it is achieved or it has 

to be discarded. If you have 2 same GOALs, you must fulfil their requirements seperately.

7.0 GOALs

ALL-ROUND              : 1 per deck
Complete 1 ACTIVITY of each type (    5 in total) to gain 2        .

COMMUNITY / FAMILY / HEALTH/ KNOWLEDGE / NATURE              : 1 per deck
Complete 3 ACTIVITIES of the same type to gain 3        .

CONTENTMENT              : 1 per deck
Reach the 10th         or above (this icon:          ) with no more than 3 completed ACTIVITIES to 
gain 1        . You should claim this GOAL the same turn when such condition is met, or you 
must drop below then reach 10th         again to achieve in future turns.

FORGIVENESS              : 1 per deck
If your played FAVOURs are REJECTed by the same player twice in a single turn, gain 1        .

7.1 GOAL requirement
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If your Marker stops on               at your turn’s end, flip over an EVENT. Passing through or 

landing on it outside your own turn will not trigger EVENT. EVENT effect do not accumulate 

and only last for 1 turn, except for Freedom of Choice. There are 2 kinds of EVENTs.

Delayed EVENT

affects only the next player during his entire turn. Player 

may use ABILITY, play FAVOURs, and / or APPLY Credit Card to 

take leverage on the EVENT. 

Immediate EVENT 

affects all players immediately. It happens in between 

player’s turns, so no one can play FAVOURs or use ABILITY. 

But any one can APPLY a Credit Card if he is affected by this 

EVENT. (P.32)

A Diamond Is For Business

Own a METAL with QUALITY 4 at one point in this turn or lose 1        . 

Bad Debt (Credit Card Expansion)

Take this EVENT to your SPACE, which you can use it to pay other players instead of        at 

any amount, who can then use it to pay others and so on (cannot use it on BUY, PAYOFF 

Credit Cards, or ABILITY). Holder must get rid off this card first in order to win.

8.0 EVENTs

8.1 EVENT Effects

7.2 Double-counting ACTIVITY

A same ACTIVITY can be used to fulfil several different GOALs 

but not 2 same GOALs.

e.g. You have completed ‘Dance’ and ‘Gym’ in previous 

turns, and ‘Hike’ and 2 ‘Home Movies’ this turn, then you will  

achieve these 3 GOALs and gain 8          in total this turn:

ALL-ROUND:   Complete all 5 types of ACTIVITIES

HOBBY:   Complete 2 same name ACTIVITIES

TRIUMPH:   Complete 3 ACTIVITIES in 1 turn

(3         from the 3 completed ACTIVITIES + 2 from ALL-ROUND 

+ 1 from HOBBY + 2 from TRIUMPH = 8        .)

But if you have 2 ‘HOBBY’, you can only achieve 1 of them 

because the 2 ‘Home Movie’ cannot be double-counted for 

both ‘HOBBYs’. You need to complete 1 more ‘Dance’, ‘Gym’, 

or ‘Hike’ to achieve the second ‘HOBBY’.

If in the above example, you also manage to leave no MATERIALs in SPACE after completed 

the last ACTIVITY and discard 4 FAVOURs from HAND; you could achieve 2 more GOALs, 

LAGOM & SELFLESSNESS. You will gain 10         in 1 turn. (1 x 3 + 2 + 1 + 2 + 1 + 1  = 10)

Achieved in previous turns

Achieved during this turn
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Fashion Pair (Credit Card Expansion)

You must end turn with only pairs of MATERIALs in SPACE (even number of MATERIALs of 

the same type), or you lose 1        .

Freedom of Choice

The number of face-up MATERIALs in SOCIETY is increased from 5 to 8 untill game ends.

Hidden Clause (Credit Card Expansion)

Credit Card owners must now pay 1        per card currently own. APPLY new Credit Card to 

pay if one has insufficient       . Lose 1          if fail to pay fully.

Hypebeast (Credit Card Expansion)

Own all types of MATERIALs that all other players’ own at the end of your turn or lose 1        .

Inflation (Credit Card Expansion)

All players lose half their        (round down), to 4       maximum.

i.e. Lose 2        if one has 5. Lose no        if one has 1 only.

Insurance

All player now must choose to either toss a COIN or pay 1        to SOCIETY to skip the toss. 

If the toss lands on the ‘$’ side, player loses 2         ; otherwise gain 2         . If there is not 

enough        to deduce, CONFISCATION could occur (P.15).    

Landfill Tax

All players pay 1        for each 3rd and beyond MATERIAL in SPACE. Players may APPLY Credit 

Card now. Lose 1          on top if fail to pay fully.  

BOGOF (Buy One Get One Free)

For every 1 MATERIAL bought, get any 1 MATERIAL with QUALITY 1 for free from SOCIETY. e.g. 

BUY 2 and get 2 QUALITY 1 MATERIALs. Player may choose not to take the free MATERIAL.

Buy More Earn More (Credit Card Expansion)

Get 1        back for every 3        spent if you own a Credit Card, including BUY, ACQUIRE, 

RECYCLE, & using ABILITY.

Cash Back (Credit Card Expansion)

Gain 1        for choosing BUY this turn if you own at least 1 Credit Card.

Collect’em’all

Own all 5 types of MATERIALs at one point in this turn, to gain 1 extra         .

Combustion Energy

Shuffle all UTILITIES in LANDFILL face-down back into the MATERIAL Pile. Remove rest of 

the cards in LANDFILL from game (Cannot be RECYCLED or retrieved by ABILITY).

Disposable Culture

Reduce QUALITY of all players’ PLASTIC to 1.

Economic Slowdown (Credit Card Expansion)

Choose to either BUY 1 MATERIAL, CONSUME 1 ACTIVITY, or WORK but gain 1 less       .

Everything Is Online (Credit Card Expansion)

Only you cannot use or receive        unless owning a Credit Card. (You may still WORK.)
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Repurchase

All players may choose to shuffle 1 MATERIAL back to the Pile. Get      back same as its

QUALITY. If there is not enough        in SOCIETY, first come first serve in any order.

Satan Santa (Credit Card Expansion)

Each player must choose and give 1 MATERIAL (only if one has any) to another player. 

Player may receive more than 1 or no MATERIAL at all.

Self-Reliance (Credit Card Expansion)

You cannot play or draw any FAVOURs this turn.

Social Support (Credit Card Expansion)

Players with the least         can draw 1 FAVOUR from each player with the most. If there is 

not enough FAVOURs to draw, draw the rest from FAVOUR pile.

e.g. 2 players with 4         can draw 1 FAVOUR from each of the other 2 players with 7        .

Sorry, VIP Only (Credit Card Expansion)

All players without a Credit Card skip 1 turn. Players may APPLY one now.

Status Climb

The only player (you or any one player) owning the most MATERIALs at the end of this 

turn, gain 1        . 

The Gap

Calculate everyone’s Asset = Sum of one’s QUALITIES + No. of        (including those gained 

from Credit Cards). If the largest difference between Assets is greater than or equal to 7, 

all players lose 1        . 

Make It Rain

Spend 5        this turn to gain 1        , including BUY, ACQUIRE, RECYCLE, & using ABILITY.

Mandatory Overtime

Player must WORK in this turn and get 1 extra      . UNEMPLOYMENT occurs (P.15) if there is 

not enough         in SOCIETY to WORK.

Manners Makyth Man (Credit Card Expansion)

All FAVOURs played in this turn cannot be REJECTed, overuling all CAREER’s ABILITIES but 

not FAVOURITE MATERIALs.

Micro-Plastic (Credit Card Expansion)

All MATERIALs in your SPACE are regarded as Plastic in this turn, including newly ACQUIREd, 

RECYCLEd, and BARTERed MATERIALs. 

Over Production

Send all face-up FOOD in SOCIETY to LANDFILL. FOOD in player’s SPACE are not affected. 

Empty MATERIAL slots will not be replenished until the end of turn.

Planned Obsolescence

All players reduce 1 QUALITY from each GLASS. Send BROKEN GLASS to LANDFILL.

Redeem Bonus (Credit Card Expansion)

Credit Card owners may now pay 1        to get a QUALITY 1 MATERIAL; or pay 2         to get 1 

FAVOUR; or pay 3        to get a QUALITY 3 MATERIAL & 1 FAVOUR. Choose cards directly from 

the pile and/or SOCIETY, then shuffle and replenish. First come first serve in any order.
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Each CAREER has its own special ABILITY that player could utilise to do unique combos 

to gain a competitive edge. In Academy Mode, all players are INTERNs. In Reality Mode, 

players pick their own CAREER or randomly draw one. Introduce your ABILITY to others 

before starting the game.

9.0 CAREERs

9.1 CAREERs for Different Player Types

Active

Against players (Killer)
Investor** 

Lawyer*
Officier*

Politician***
Soldier*

With players (Socializer)
Banker**

Nurse*
Salesman**

Scavenger***
Waitress*

Against game (Achiever)
Artist*
Chef*

Office Lady**
Scholar***
Scientist*

With game (Explorer)
Craftsman*
Engineer**
Freelancer*

Homemaker**
Tycoon***

* Easier to play      *** More difficult to play

GamePlayer

Interactive

The 2nd Semi Mid-Season Sales

May BUY any MATERIALs at 50% discount. Pay in lump sum (round up, 2.5 = 3       ). 

e.g. You pay 3        to BUY 3 MATERIALs at QUALITY 3, QUALITY 2, and QUALITY 1.

e.g. It works parallel with ABILITY. Office Lady can WORK then still BUY at 50% discount. 

Chef BUY a QUALITY 4 FOOD with 1       .

Treat Yo-Self (Credit Card Expansion)

Must choose BUY this turn. APPLY a Credit Card if you have not enough        to BUY.

Lose 1          if fail to BUY.

Upgrade (Credit Card Expansion)

BUY a same MATERIAL with higher QUALITY to replace 1 of yours, or lose 1        . Move your 

old MATERIAL to LANDFILL. Only affect player who has at least 1 MATERIAL.

Vulgarian (Credit Card Expansion)

If you are the only player who has the most        before turn ends, gain 1        .

Welcome Offer (Credit Card Expansion)

APPLY a new Credit Card this turn to pick any 1 MATERIAL at QUALITY 1 directly from the 

MATERIAL pile. Shuffle the pile afterward.
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FREELANCER: Opt

Choose either 1 of these plans when WORK: 

a) Gain 1        and lose 0         ; 

b) Gain 4        and lose 1         ; 

c) Gain 7        and lose 2        .

HOMEMAKER: Tidy Up (Credit Card Expansion)

When WORK, gain 2 extra         if your SPACE is empty.

INVESTOR: Injection (Credit Card Expansion)

Place 1        on any ACTIVITY, then others are not allowed to complete it 

for 1 round. You will lose that        to SOCIETY at the beginning of your next 

turn. You may place multiple       on multiple ACTIVITIES at the same time.

LAWYER: Objection

You may REJECT any FAVOUR played to you by discarding any 2 FAVOURs 

from your HAND. Objection overrules Officer’s Enforce.

NURSE: Caregive (Credit Card Expansion)

For WORK, instead of getting 4        , may choose to get 5         by transferring 

1        to a player who can refuse at no cost. e.g. Negociation like “I will 

give 1          to whomever able to get me 1 UTILITY before my next turn.” is 

possible but the deal is not binding by rule. 

ARTIST: Create (Credit Card Expansion)

In WORK turn instead of getting         , you may pick any 1 MATERIAL from 

the MATERIAL Pile with QUALITY 4 instead. Shuffle the pile afterward.

Banker: Influence (Credit Card Expansion)

Gain 2        whenever a player (including yourself) APPLY a Credit Card. (Get 

what is left if there isn’t enough        ) You must accept the        . Pay SOCIETY 

1        whenever a Credit Card is PAIDOFF. (CONFISCATION could occur. P.15)

CRAFTSMAN: Forge

Discard 2 MATERIALs to get any 1 MATERIAL (including UTILITY) from 

LANDFILL with QUALITY equals to the sum of the two.

CHEF: Supersize (Credit Card Expansion)

When BUY or RECYCLE FOOD, get double QUALITIES than         paid. This will 

work on top of EVENT’s effect, see The 2nd Semi Mid-Season Sales (P.26).

ENGINEER: Repair

You may add any amount of QUALITIES to any number of your MATERIALs 

(including UTILITY) during and / or outside of your turn, by paying to 

SOCIETY the total equal amount of         .

9.2 CAREERs ABILITY
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SCHOLAR: Forecast (Credit Card Expansion)

In WORK turn, you can look at the top 5 ACTIVITIES from the pile, then put 

them back in the same order when done.

SCIENTIST: Breakthrough (Credit Card Expansion)

In your BUY turn, may choose to BUY any 1 MATERIAL (including UTILITY) 

directly from LANDFILL. 

SOLDIER: Expropriate (Credit Card Expansion)

Take a player’s MATERIAL by paying him        equal to its QUALITY plus 1. 

This is not playing FAVOUR, hence no one can REJECT and it overrules any 

FAVOURITE MATERIAL.

TYCOON: Leverage (Credit Card Expansion)

For WORK, get the same amount of        from SOCIETY as you currently own. 

Take all if SOCIETY has not enough       to pay you. You can APPLY Credit 

Card then use Leverage.

WAITRESS: Socialise (Credit Card Expansion)

Draw 2 new FAVOURs in Stage 3 if you have less than 3 FAVOURs in HAND.

OFFICER: Enforce

Your first FAVOUR played each turn cannot be REJECTed, which will still be 

transferred to your opponent. Enforce is overruled by Lawyer’s Objection.

OFFICE LADY: Slack Off

You may BUY 1 MATERIAL during your WORK turn at any QUALITY. But you 

will still deduce 1         in Stage 2.

POLITICIAN: Doublespeak

May play FAVOURs face-down (except RECYCLE) in your own turn and 

claim what it is. Others can ACCEPT / REJECT as usual but blindly, or Call 

You Out. If what you claim is true, then it can’t be REJECTed; if it isn’t, your 

opponent will take that FAVOUR. You need not to reveal the FAVOUR if it is 

ACCEPTed or REJECTed. You cannot play FAVOURs on FAVOURITE MATERIAL.

SALESMAN: Commission

Get 1        from SOCIETY for each RESELL or ACQUIRE played successfully 

in your own turn.

SCAVENGER: Salvage (Credit Card Expansion)

Per turn, you may take 1 MATERIAL with QUALITY 1 from LANDFILL (except 

UTILITY) for free. You may play RECYCLE as RESELL while others still play 

RESELL to REJECT. RECYCLE remains as RECYCLE in their HANDs.
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A Credit & Debt System is added to the game with this expansion and it works well with 

both the Academy and Reality Mode. To set up, place all 7 Credit Cards in SOCIETY and 

shuffle all golden EVENTs together with the original red ones (Reality Mode). You now have 

more freedom in spending, but can you control well this new-found power? 

There are 2 companion APPs available for L.O.O.P. on our website. They are designed 

to guide players to unfold the hidden messages of L.O.O.P. and transcend fun gaming 

experiences into interactive learning. No download or installation or user registration 

required, simply visit the links below on your mobile/tablet/PC/Mac device and start right 

away. Internet connection is required.

Record the key decisions you and 

your friends made during your game, 

then submit to us anonymously. Our 

algorithm will then analyse the data 

and send you a personalised report 

about how your in-game decisions 

hinted your consumption behaviours 

in real life!

For Academy Mode

www.theloop.page/play

Consist of 125 (and growing) carefully 

curated Q&As. Pick a few to discuss 

with friends to dive into more specific 

consumerism-related areas: Social & 

Environmental Impacts, Materialistic 

Value Orientation, and Cognitive Bias 

& Conditioning. Compare your answer 

with others around the globe.

For Reality Mode

www.theloop.page/ref lect

10.0 Credit Card Expansion (Advanced) 11.0 Online Companion APPs

Behavioural Analysis Thoughtful Trivia

10.1 APPLYing & PAYing-OFF Credit Card

i. You may APPLY only 1 Credit Card per turn anytime during your turn, given that there 

are at least 4        in the SOCIETY.

ii. Player may also APPLY a Credit Card outside his turn only if an Immediate EVENT       .         

is triggered and he is affected. Players APPLYing at the same time follow the “First 

come first serve” principle.

iii. To APPLY, take 1 Credit Card from the SOCIETY and place it north to your MATERIALs, 

then get 4        and gain 1        . (        is added immediately even outside of your turn).

iv. Must PAYOFF all Credit Card first in order to win. To PAYOFF, pay SOCIETY 5       and 

deduce 1        . You may PAYOFF multiple cards in 1 turn but only during your own turn.

v. You must APPLY Credit Card if CONFISCATION or DEPRESSION (P.15) is about to occur.

10.2 Advanced Strategies

i. Tycoon can APPLY a Credit Card before WORK to maximize his leverage.

ii. APPLY Credit Card to control the available        in SOCIETY before Tycoon WORKs.

iii. Banker is the only CAREER has no cost in using Credit Cards because of her ABILITY.

iv. APPLYING Credit Card(s) could help you achieve GOAL: CONTENMENT easier.

v. APPLY or PAYOFF Credit Card(s) to control your marker to land on or avoid an EVENT.

http://www.theloop.page/play
http://www.theloop.page/reflect
https://www.theloop.page/play
https://www.theloop.page/reflect


Consume continuously to compensate work stress.
Work stressfully to support continuous consumption.


